
Why Consider Pet Rats?

Maybe you're looking for small animals for a
pet and can't decide which to get?

Maybe you're undecided about what pets
would fit well with your family?

Maybe you're interested in a dog but there
are things stopping you from getting one?

Or, maybe you're just curious about rats?

Why Rats?

Rats are like tiny, bark-less dogs that bond 
with their owner. They are one of the most 
intelligent of the fuzzy pets and they can 
learn their name, come when called, and can 
even learn tricks. You can have a relationship
with rats that you can't have with other 
rodents as many of them are cuddly and 
nearly all of them enjoy human companion-
ship. Rats are one of the few rodents that will
happily ride around on your shoulder. They 
are curious and empathetic, meaning they 
know when other rats and their humans are 
sad and try to make them happy.

What Supplies Would I Need to
Bring Home My Rats?

Cage: At least 16” x 22” x 32” high. Bigger is better, 
get the largest cage you can invest in. Avoid 
aquariums as they would concentrate ammonia from 
urine and damage rat lungs. Most ferret cages use 1” 
bar spacing which could be fine for juvenile rats 
depending on their size. 1/2” spacing is preferred to 
keep young rats from escaping through the bars.

Food: Rat blocks are a good basic diet. You'll want to 
avoid any of the mixes that look great but are a poor 
diet as the rats will eat the tasty food and may ignore 
the more healthy parts. Supplement with fresh 
vegetables, fruits, and foods like cooked sweet potato 
and cooked beans. Remember food dishes!

Water Bottle: Hard plastic or glass are both 
appropriate choices. Two bottles are better in case one
malfunctions or gets knocked off. 

Litter and Bedding: Common choices are recycled 
paper bedding, aspen shavings, alfalfa pellets, 
recycled newspaper or fleece if you choose, rather 
than bedding. Avoid cedar shavings which are toxic. 
Pine shavings are controversial so better avoided also.
For their litter box if you litter train, recycled paper 
cat litter is a good choice but it should be different 
than what you use for bedding to help them 
differentiate.

Bed or Hide: Rats need a place to sleep that allows 
them privacy and comfort. Many rats enjoy 
hammocks. Other options are boxes, plastic houses, or
grass balls.

Toys: A large solid plastic exercise wheel is highly 
recommended. Wire wheels are a poor choice as they 
can rust and quickly become noisy. Some rats avoid 
wire wheels as it irritates their feet. A Wodent Wheel 
is one of the best choices. Other toys include things 
like plastic cat toys, ping-pong balls, chew toys, tubes,
ropes, ladders, boxes and branches. Some will likely 
be destroyed quickly but that is part of the fun!

A Veterinarian's Info: Rats do not need vaccinations 
like cats and dogs but you will likely need a vet at 
some point in their life. Find one before you need 
one. Pneumonia can kill a rat in 24-48 hours.

Should I Get Boy or Girl Rats?
Male rats tend to be bigger and are typically less 
active than females so they tend to be more cuddly. 
Females enjoy your company but they are usually 
busy exploring or doing some other activity. Females 
are also more prone to tumors, the second most 
common cause of death (respiratory infections being 
the most common.) Spaying your females can help 
prevent tumors.

Where Should I Get My Rats?
One of the first things you may want to consider is 
checking for adoptable rats. Often people do not 
realize that rat rescues exist or that adoptable rats are 
even an option. Petfinder is one option, on the web.

Reputable rat breeders are one of the best options for 
pet rats so you may want to check for breeders in your
area and then get some references about them.

Pet store rats are an option but keep in mind most of 
them are sold as food for snakes. If the sign lists them 
as “small, medium, large, jumbo” this is information 
for snake owners. What this means is that they are 
likely not very well socialized, and they may be more 
prone to illness than well-bred and socialized rats. 
This doesn't mean you can't get a good pet rat from a 
pet store, you should just be aware of the differences.

More Information
New Ken Rat Rescue: www.nkrats.com

Rat Fan Club: www.ratfanclub.org

Goosemoose (forums): www.goosemoose.com/rfc

Ratguide (medical): http://ratguide.com

Local Rescue:www.pittsburghratloversclub.org/

Adoptable Rats: www.petfinder.com
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Rat Fears and Objections
Many people, when they think about a rat, see 
something like this:

Domesticated pet rats are as different from wild rats 
as puppies are from timber wolves.

Probably the most common objection is that a rat tail 
reminds people of a snake. Perhaps it would help to 
know that a rat tail is fuzzy, not scaly, and that it is 
used for balance and temperature regulation. Ask to 
touch one if you get the opportunity, it's probably not 
as bad as you think!

Cats and rats can often live together if you are careful 
about it and do your research.

A rat biting you is just as rare as your average pet dog 
biting you. It CAN happen, but it's not very likely.

Rats keep themselves clean with frequent grooming.

Comparison to Other Pet Types
Let's discuss other common pets rather than exotics. 
Also, this flier is not meant to list all the good and bad
points of every available pet. Due diligence is needed.

First of all, there is enough information out there 
about cats and dogs that you are likely already well-
informed enough about them and maybe you're unsure
if they would fit well in your household.

Fish can be a fun pet with little to no veterinary costs 
but they are simply to watch and not to hold.

Most reptiles and amphibians are also watch-only 
pets. Some, for example Bearded Dragons, can be 
more human-friendly but they aren't really classified 
as cuddly.

Birds can be friendly and interactive, however there is
the noise level to consider as well as the feathers and 
seed shells all around.

Other “Fuzzy” Animals

Rabbits: Soft & fuzzy. Good to observe as much as 
handle. Have distinctive personalities. Can be litter 
trained. Require a larger cage and several hours of 
out-of-cage exercise per day. Intact males can tend to 
spray. Most can be destructive chewers. Indoor rabbits
live 9-12 years on average.

Ferrets: Like a kitten with the personality of a two-
year-old. Extremely loyal and affectionate. Playful 
and likes to hide your stuff. Can be litter trained. 
Requires a fairly large cage and at least 3-4 hours a 
day for exercise and play. Some people find their 
musky odor objectionable. Live 6-9 years on average.

Guinea Pigs: Endearing pets who rarely bite and who 
like to be held. Variety of colors and types. Make 
sounds that some people like and others find 
objectionable. Requires a fairly long cage. Must be 
kept in at least same-sex pairs. Produces a fairly large 
amount of solid waste that calls for regular cleaning. 
Live 5-7 years on average.

Gerbils: Active & entertaining. Mostly only bite when
scared. Little aroma. Voracious chewers so no plastic 
cages. Must keep in same-sex pairs. Require periodic 
dust baths. Not cuddly and would much rather run 
around than be held. Live 3-5 years on average.

Hamsters: Cute & fun to watch. Low maintenance pet.
Many tolerate being held. Inexpensive caging. Often 
grumpy upon being awakened and could be prone to 
biting. Typically nocturnal so active while we sleep. 
Best to keep singly. Live 2-3 years on average.

Mice: Cousins to rats. Cute, active and fun to watch. 
Intelligent and can be taught tricks. Variety of colors 
and fur types. Can ride on your shoulder but often 
soils it. Mice tend to play “on” you whereas rats like 
to play “with” you. Fairly inexpensive caging. Smell 
can be objectionable, particularly from males. Does 
not often bite. Females should be kept at least in pairs.
Males should be kept alone unless neutered. Live 2-3 
years on average.

Domesticated Rats:

Active, fun to watch & cute though some are unable 
to get past their tail. Very intelligent, can be taught 
their name, to come when called, and a variety of 
tricks. Likes playing with toys. Some variety of colors
and fur types including hairless. One of the few pets 
you can walk around with while they ride on your 
shoulder. Many rats give kisses. Typically happy to 
see you and hangs on cage awaiting attention. Enjoys 
at least 30 min out-of-cage time a day. Can be litter 
trained; spend hours cleaning themselves. Unlikely to 
bite unless mistreated by humans previously. Rats are 
very social animals and must be kept in at least same-
sex pairs. Caging needs to be larger so it can be more 
expensive. Urine smell can be objectionable to some. 
Live 2-3 years on average.

Young Children:

Many of these pets could be good family pets if you 
have young children. However, remember, they 
should be your pets, and you allow your child to 
interact with them while supervised. Older children 
can take on more responsibilities but maturity varies 
by child.
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